CTLT: PARTNERS IN EXEMPLARY TEACHING

Patrick O’Sullivan, Director
New Faculty Orientation Fall 2016
Why a teaching center?

- “Exemplary teaching” has evolved
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- Revolution in neurobiology unlocking secrets
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• New technologies becoming pervasive
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- Students are so different in so many ways
Why a teaching center?

Those educators who are standing still are being left behind …
Why a teaching center?

CTLTT is your support team on your journey
CTLT resources: Staff

- Seven (7) full-time professionals
- Post-graduate degrees
- Faculty development experience
- Experience teaching in higher education
CTLT resources: Offices

Kennedy Library, Room 319
CTLT resources: New Instructional Space

CTLT’s Teaching and Learning Commons (35-209)
CTLT resources: Scholarship
Community of Educators
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• New Faculty Orientation (fall)
• Newer Faculty Community Breakfasts (quarterly)
• Learning Communities (academic year)
• Instructional Innovation Showcases (quarterly)
• Writing Groups (new!) (quarterly)
• Book Circles (quarterly)
• Extended workshops (breaks, summer)
• **Online workshops (during academic year)**
CTLTL: Your partners for exemplary teaching